Influence of cone beam CT parameters on the output of an automatic edge-detection based endodontic segmentation.
To determine the optimal cone beam computed tomography settings for an automatic edge-detection based endodontic segmentation procedure by assessing the accuracy of the root canal measurements. Twelve intact teeth with closed apexes were cut perpendicular to the root axis, at predetermined levels to the reference plane (first section made before acquisition). Acquisitions of each specimen were performed with the "9000 3D®" (76µm, 14 bits) by using different combinations of milliamps and kilovolts. 3 dimensional images were displayed and root canals were segmented with the MeVisLab software (edge-detection based method). Histological root canal sections were then digitized with a 0,5 to 1µm resolution and compared with equivalent 2 dimensional cone-beam reconstructions for each pair of settings using Pearson correlation coefficient, regression analysis and Bland-Altman method for the canal area and Feret's diameter. After a ranking process, a Wilcoxon paired test was done to compare the pair of settings. The best pair of acquisition settings was: 3.2mA/60kV. Significant differences were found between 3.2mA/60kV and other settings (p <0.05) for root canal area and for Feret's diameter. The quantitative analyses of the root canal system with edge-detection based method could depend on acquisition parameters. Improvements in segmentation still need to be done to ensure the quality of the reconstructions when we have to deal with closer outlines and because of the low spatial resolution.